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In this world, the ones who “get somewhere” are the pushy, the aggressive, 
the violent, the manipulative.  From white collar corporate crime to pimps 
and gang bangers, the message is strong:  the strong survive...meekness and 
mercy are mocked in our world…and the world Jesus lived in!  How does 
Jesus expect us to live life?

Before We Get Too Far…Did Jesus Live Out the Beatitudes?  
    •  How was He spiritually destitute…how did He mourn over sin…how was     
       He meek, merciful, etc?

“Blessed are the meek, for they will inherit the earth” (Matthew 5: 5)
    •  Who runs the show now, and what is their primary method?
    •  Our current view of meekness rhymes with ___________________,       
        but that is incorrect…
    •  In Jesus’ day, it meant power under control; think of the difference      
        between a plow/war horse
    •  Think of “meek” people in the Bible…Abraham…Joseph…Moses…
        David…Jesus.  Were they weaklings?
    •  The power-hungry fight over a decaying world; the meek will inherit a
        redeemed earth!

“Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they will 
be filled”    (Matthew 5: 6)
    •  The greatest motivation in the world is hunger and thirst…
        common in Jesus’ day
    •  When someone has no appetite or desire for liquid, what does that     
        indicate?
    •  I will never be fully satisfied until I see Him face to face…but until
        then…     Psalm 42; 1, 2 Philippians 3 – Paul’s heart cry

“Blessed are the merciful, for they will be shown mercy”    (Matthew 5: 7)
    •  Grace is getting what we don’t deserve…mercy is not getting what we            
        do deserve…
    •  The Romans called mercy “the disease of the soul”, the supreme sign of  
        weakness
    •  Men may not repay mercy with mercy, but God rewards us by 
        extending mercy to us!
    •  What would motivate us to show mercy to someone who is undeserving?   
        (Matthew 18: 23-35)

Continue to study the entire sermon (Matthew 5-7) as often as you can!  
This next Sunday we will be studying Matthew 5: 8-12…the blessed life of 
the pure in heart, peacemakers, and persecuted!


